Defining a Link between Gap Junction Communication, Proteolysis, and Cataract Formation*
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Disruption of the connexin α3 (Cx46) gene (α3 (−/−)) in mice results in severe cataracts within the nuclear portion of the lens. These cataracts are associated with proteolytic processing of the abundant lens protein γ-crystallin, leading to its aggregation and subsequent opacification of the lens. The general cysteine protease inhibitor, E-64, blocked cataract formation and γ-crystallin cleavage in α3 (−/−) lenses. Using a new class of activity-based cysteine protease affinity probes, we identified the calcium-dependent proteases, m-calpain and Lp82, as the primary targets of E-64 in the lens. Profiling changes in protease activities throughout cataractogenesis indicated that Lp82 activity was dramatically increased in α3 (−/−) lenses and correlated both spatially and temporally with cataract formation. Increased Lp82 activity was due to calcium accumulation as a result of increased influx and decreased outflux of calcium ions in α3 (−/−) lenses. These data establish a role for α3 gap junctions in maintaining calcium homeostasis that in turn is required to control activity of the calcium-dependent cysteine protease Lp82, shown here to be a key initiator of the process of cataractogenesis.

Gap junctions are formed by two hexameric structures of connexin molecules (connexons) that interact with connexons in neighboring cells to form membrane aqueous pores (1). These channels allow transfer of small molecules between the cytoplasm of neighboring cells. A number of studies have shown that communication facilitated by gap junctions is important both during embryonic development and for maintaining normal physiological functions within a cell (1, 2). However, the exact molecular mechanism by which gap junction communication contributes to these processes is still obscure.

In recent years, the vertebrate lens has been used extensively to study gap junction communication (3). The lens is a cellular, avascular organ made up predominantly of elongated fiber cells that are formed by the differentiation of epithelial cells that line the anterior surface of the developing lens. During differentiation, fiber cells lose their cytoplasmic organelles and begin to express lens-specific proteins known as crystallins. With age, this differentiation program gives rise to a spherical conglomerate of cells made up of concentric layers of fiber cells. As new layers form, older primary fiber cells are compressed inward, forming a central “nuclear region” of the mature lens.

In the vertebrate lens, each cell is coupled to its neighbors via gap junctions, resulting in a network of cell-cell contacts that has been suggested to be important for the maintenance of ion flux and for metabolic cooperation between the peripheral lens cells and the interior fiber cells (4). Three connexin genes are expressed in the vertebrate lens; epithelial cells express α1 (Cx43) connexin; fiber cells express α3 (Cx46) and α8 (Cx50) connexin (5, 6).

In order to establish a functional role for gap junctions in the lens, connexin knockout mice have been generated (7, 8). Disruption of the α3 (Cx46) or α8 (Cx50) genes gives rise to distinct phenotypes; α8 ablation in mice results in reduced lens size (microphthalmia), and α3 knockout (α3 (−/−)) mice develop nuclear cataracts within 2 weeks of birth. Significantly, mutations in either α3 or α8 connexins are linked to congenital cataracts in humans (9, 10).

Structural integrity of the abundant lens proteins known as crystallins is necessary for maintaining the lens’ refractive index. Perturbations in crystallin structure have been linked to cataract formation (11, 12). Specifically, γ-crystallin cleavage is associated with congenital, juvenile, and senile human cataracts (13, 14).

Initial characterization of the phenotype of α3 (−/−) mice indicated that lens opacity was associated with an accumulation of γ-crystallin cleavage products, leading to the formation of an insoluble conglomerate of disulfide-associated polypeptides (7). This increased cleavage of crystallin molecules in the lenses of α3 (−/−) mice suggested a critical role for proteolysis during the process of cataractogenesis.

Several forms of cataracts are directly associated with perturbations in the levels of calcium within the lens, indicating a potential role for the calcium-dependent cysteine proteases known as calpains (15–17). Numerous reports have described the use of a general cysteine protease inhibitor, E-64, in experimental studies of cataract formation. E-64 inhibits cataract formation in cultured lenses treated with cataract-inducing agents such as diame, selenite, and calcium ionophore (18, 19). However, the specific protein targets of this inhibitor in the lens were not identified, and tools for measuring activity of
specific proteases in situ were lacking.

Recently, new biochemical reagents have been generated that allow the monitoring of global changes in protease activity. These reagents take advantage of the broad reactivity of the natural product E-64 to create chemical probes that covalently react with the papain family of cysteine proteases in an activity-dependent manner (20). Thus, labeling intensity can be used to determine relative activities of multiple proteases within a sample extract or tissue. In the present study, we have employed this labeling approach to identify the lens-specific calpain Lp82 and m-calpain as the predominant targets of E-64 in the mouse lens. Furthermore, in situ activity profiling of intact α3(−/−) lenses revealed that, whereas m-calpain and Lp82 are expressed in both wild type and α3(−/−) lenses, only Lp82 activity correlated with cataract formation. We therefore propose that calcium accumulation and the subsequent activation of the lens-specific calpain Lp82 in the α3(−/−) lens are key events leading to cataract formation. These studies also provide a functional link between α3 gap junctions and maintenance of calcium homeostasis in the lens.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Reagents and Antibodies—E-64 was purchased from Calbiochem. Z-VAD was purchased from Enzyme System Products. DCG-03, DCG-04, 125I-DCG-03, and 125I-DCG-04 were synthesized as described (20). TC199 medium was purchased from Cellgro. The Vectastain kit (Vector Laboratories) was used to detect biotinylated proteases. Anti-Lp82 polyclonal antibodies were provided by T. R. Shearer (Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, OR). Anti-m-calpain polyclonal antibodies were provided by J. S. Elce (Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada). Anti-m-calpain monoclonal antibodies were provided by N. S. Kosower and S. Bar-Noy (Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel).

Lens Homogenization and Western Blotting—Lenses were dissected from either WT or α3(−/−) 129sv mice using a posterior approach. Wet weight was determined. Lenses were homogenized in 0.1 M NaCl, 50 mM NaHPO4 (pH 7.0) at 40 mg of lens (wt/wt ml) of solution. An equal volume of 2× SDS sample buffer was added, and homogenates were incubated at 60 °C for 5 min. Samples (10 μl) were analyzed by 15% SDS-PAGE, blotted, and probed with anti-γ-crystallin antibodies.

Lens Organelle—Lenses from 1-week-old mice were dissected using the posterior approach in a micro dissection dish containing 37 °C pre-warmed, serum-free TC199 medium supplemented with 250 units/ml penicillin and 25 μg/ml streptomycin. Lenses were incubated in a 24-well TC dish containing 1 ml/well TC199 at 37 °C in a humidified incubator under 5% CO2. Protein concentration of the culture medium was determined 2 h after culturing to confirm that the lenses remained viable and that lens proteins were not degraded. For proteolysis experiments, lenses were incubated as above in the presence of 100 μM E-64. Alternatively, lenses were incubated in the presence of 50 μM general caspase inhibitor Z-VAD.

125I-DCG-04 Labeling in Vitro—Lenses were dissected as described above and homogenized in buffer A containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM dithiothreitol at 50 mg of lens (wt/wt/ml) of solution. Labeling was performed using 100 μg of total protein/sample as described previously (20) in the presence or absence of various concentrations of free calcium (0–3 mM). The control protease some label was used as described previously (21).

DCG-04 Labeling in Situ—Intact lenses from α3(−/−) or WT mice were cultured as described above in the presence of 50 μM DCG-04 for 6 h. Incubation was performed in the presence or absence of 200 μM E-64 as indicated. Subsequently, lenses were homogenized in buffer A supplemented with 200 μM E-64. In some cases DCG-04-labeled lenses were subjected to immunoprecipitation using specific antibodies. Equal volume of 2× SDS sample buffer was added, and homogenates were boiled for 5 min. Homogenates were separated on a 7.5% acrylamide gel and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Membranes were blocked in a 5% skim milk/TBST solution for 1 h at room temperature, followed by washing three times for 10 min each with TBST and incubation with Vectastain (Vector Laboratories) for 1 h. Subsequently, membranes were washed three times for 10 min each with TBST and analyzed using the Super Signal reagent (Pierce).

Measurement of Ion Concentrations—Lenses from WT, α3(−/−), or α3(−/−) mice were dissected and vacuum-dried for 48 h. In some cases the nuclear and cortical regions of the lens were dissected to give a wet weight ratio of 40:60, respectively, before drying. Pairs of dry lenses were then weighed and solubilized in 100 μl of 2% nitric acid for 12 h at 37 °C. De-ionized water was added to a final volume of 5 ml. The content of calcium, magnesium, and potassium was determined by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry using a PerkinElmer Life Sciences 300XL analyzer. All measurements were normalized to dry lens weight.

Measurement of Ca2+ Influx—Ca2+ influx measurements were performed as described previously (22). In brief, clear lenses from 10-day-old mice were pre-incubated at 35 °C for 2 h in artificial aqueous humor (AAH) containing: 130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 5 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM glucose, and 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.25). Subsequently, medium was replaced with an AAH solution containing 2 μCi of 45Ca and incubation continued for 2 h at 35 °C. Lenses were washed three times for 1 min each time in 5 ml of AAH, rolled on filter paper, and weighed. Lenses were homogenized in the presence of tissue solubilizer (SoluSep; National Diagnostics) at 100 μl/lens pair and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. Radioactivity of homogenates was measured in a liquid scintillation counter. Ca2+ influx was determined using the following equation.

\[
\text{Ca}^{2+}_{\text{influx}} = \frac{\text{cpm}_{\text{tissue}}}{\text{cpm}_{\text{medium}}} \times \frac{[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{medium}}V_{\text{medium}}}{M_{\text{tissue}}} \times \frac{1}{T} (\text{Eq. 1})
\]

\[
\text{cpm}_{\text{tissue}} = \text{counts/min (cpm) measured in the lens, cpm}_{\text{medium}} = \text{cpm measured in the medium, [Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{medium}} = \text{concentration of calcium in the medium, V}_{\text{medium}} = \text{volume of the medium; M}_{\text{tissue}} = \text{wt mass of the lens, and T} = \text{time of incubation with } \text{Ca}^{2+}\text{-containing solution.}
\]

Measurement of Ca2+ Outflux—Twelve pairs of clear lenses from 10-day-old WT or α3(−/−) mice were incubated in the presence of AAH containing 2 μCi of 45Ca. After 2 h of incubation, lenses were washed three times for 1 min each time in 5 ml of AAH and placed in 1 ml of fresh non-radioactive AAH. Lens cpm as well as medium cpm was determined after 2 h of incubation using a liquid scintillation counter. Initial lens cpm was calculated by adding lens cpm to medium cpm. Relative outflux units were calculated by subtracting the final lens cpm from the initial lens cpm and dividing by the initial lens cpm. Alternatively, the initial lens cpm was divided by the medium cpm. The two methods of calculation yielded the same results. The statistical average was obtained for the data collected from each pair. Two-tailed p values were determined using the Mann-Whitney unpaired test.

RESULTS

Characterization and Inhibition of γ-Crystallin Processing in α3(−/−) Lenses—Connexin α3(−/−) mice develop nuclear cataracts that further progress with age to dense nuclear opacities. To characterize the initial events leading to cataract formation, lenses from α3(−/−) mice ranging in age from 1 to 4 weeks were analyzed (Fig. 1A). In all α3(−/−) mice examined (>50), detectable lens opacity appeared between 10 and 14 days of age. Since γ-crystallin cleavage was previously reported to be associated with α3(−/−) cataractogenesis (7), the processing of γ-crystallin was analyzed during the onset of cataracts (Fig. 1B). The initiation of cataracts coincided with the appearance of a previously reported low molecular weight γ-crystallin fragment (7). Further analyses of total lens homogenate using antibodies specific for crystallin αA, crystalline αB, and control cytoskeletal proteins did not reveal significant pattern differences between WT and α3(−/−) lenses (data not shown).

To investigate the possibility that protease activation is a key event during α3(−/−) cataractogenesis, we utilized a lens organ culture system. In this system, transparent lenses dissected from 1-week-old α3(+/+) and α3(−/−) mice were maintained for 1 week in culture. Although (+/+) lenses remained transparent during the entire 6-day incubation period, α3(−/−) lenses developed a mild nuclear opacity after 2 days in culture, which progressed to a large, dense opacity.

In order to study the role of proteolysis in cataract formation, cultured lenses were incubated with several classes of protease inhibitors. The γ-crystallin cleavage site adjacent to an aspartic acid residue suggested that caspases might be involved in this process. However, neither cataractogenesis nor γ-crystallin
cleavage was inhibited by the addition of the general caspase inhibitors, Z-VAD to α3 (−/−) cultured lenses (Fig. 1C). In agreement with these results, caspase activity, measured with several fluorogenic substrates, was located predominantly in the cortical region of the α3 (−/−) lenses, not the nuclear region associated with the cataracts (data not shown). Furthermore, eight different recombinant caspases (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10) did not cleave γ-crystallin in vitro (data not shown). In contrast, incubation of α3 (−/−) lenses with low concentrations of the general cysteine protease inhibitor, E-64, completely blocked cataract formation (Fig. 1C) and inhibited γ-crystallin cleavage (Fig. 1D). No change in lens weight or hydration was observed in E-64-treated lenses (data not shown). These results indicate that cysteine protease(s) of the papain family are critical players in the process of cataractogenesis in the α3 (−/−) lens.

Profiling Cysteine Protease Activity in the Intact Lens—Having identified an inhibitor of cataract formation in α3 (−/−) lenses, our attention turned toward determining the molecular targets of this compound. Recently, our laboratory developed activity-based probes of the papain family of cysteine proteases based on the structure of the natural product, E-64 (20). The compounds (DCG-03 and DCG-04) are epoxide-containing, irreversible inhibitors that are tagged with both a biotin moiety and a site for attachment of a radioactive iodine residue (Fig. 2A). Proteins modified by these probes can be visualized by SDS-PAGE, followed by affinity blotting or by autoradiography.

Both DCG-03 and DCG-04 blocked cataract formation in cultured α3 (−/−) lenses, suggesting that they have the same permeability properties and inhibit the same critical protease targets as E-64 (data not shown). Affinity labeling of lens homogenates from (+/+ or α3 (−/−) mice using 125I-DCG-03 or 125I-DCG-04 yielded a distinct labeling pattern (Fig. 2B, black arrows). The labeling of polypeptides by DCG-03 and DCG-04 occurred only in the presence of 1 mM free calcium (Fig. 2B). In contrast, a proteasome-specific probe, 125I-NLVS, labeled proteasome subunits regardless of calcium concentration. There was no significant difference in the intensity of E-64-labeled polypeptides in (+/+ and α3 (−/−) lenses, suggesting that the calcium-regulated cysteine proteases targeted by the probes are present at similar levels in both the knock-out and wild type lenses. Furthermore, the activity of all of the predominant labeled proteases (82, 80, 62, and 32 kDa) showed dose-dependent response to addition of free calcium to the extract (Fig. 2C). Their activities showed the greatest response within the physiologically relevant range of calcium concentrations (0–0.5 mM). Furthermore, the 62-kDa protease showed a sharp increase in activity within this concentration range, indicating that its activity is likely to be significantly affected even by minor changes in the level of intracellular calcium within the lens.

To further evaluate the role of cysteine protease activation in α3 (−/−) cataract formation, DCG-04 was used for in situ affinity labeling of intact lenses. Cultured lenses from 10-day-old mice were incubated for 6 h in the presence of 50 μM DCG-04 followed by homogenization of lenses, SDS-PAGE, and affinity blotting for biotin (Fig. 3A). The pattern of labeled polypeptides obtained from α3 (−/−) lenses was identical to that observed in the in vitro labeling experiments, indicating that the same protein species are targeted by both labeling methods (compare Fig. 3A to Fig. 2B). However, in contrast to the labeling in vitro, ex vivo DCG-04 treatment yielded markedly increased labeling of specific polypeptides in α3 (−/−) lenses (Fig. 3A). Measurement of 125I-DCG-04 uptake in lenses of 2-week-old α3 (−/−) and WT mice confirmed that labeling differences did not result from changes in the permeability of the lens (data not shown). Competition with E-64 completely blocked labeling of all polypeptides, indicating that DCG-04-labeled proteins are also the primary targets of E-64. Since covalent modification of targets by affinity labeling reagents requires enzymatic activity, labeling intensity provides a direct indication of the levels of active proteases present in the sample. Therefore, these observations suggest that the activity of a calcium-regulated cysteine protease is significantly increased in the α3 (−/−) lens.

One of the unique properties shared by calpains is their ability to catalyze autoprocessing of mature high molecular weight enzymes to smaller fragments (17). Immunoprecipitation experiments were performed using antisera selective for the three predominant calpains expressed in the lens (m-calpain, μ-calpain, and Lp82) to identify the labeled polypeptides and to determine if some of the proteins were fragments generated by autocatalytic processing (Fig. 3B). Immunoprecipitation analyses of DCG-04-labeled α3 (−/−) lenses identified the 82-, 62-, and 32-kDa polypeptides as components derived from Lp82. Similarly, the 80-kDa DCG-04-labeled polypeptide was identified as m-calpain. Following immunoprecipitation of m-calpain, an additional 43-kDa band was observed that is likely to represent a previously described breakdown product of m-calpain (17).

A 62-kDa fragment of Lp82 has been suggested to be the active form of the enzyme (23). To determine if this fragment was being autocatalytically produced in the lens, DCG-04-modified, full-length Lp82 was immunoprecipitated and then incu-
bated for 5 min in the presence or absence of 0.5 mM free calcium (Fig. 3C). Intact Lp82 was processed to produce the active site-containing 62-kDa fragment only in the presence of calcium. Addition of E-64 completely inhibited this processing event.

In order to track expression and activation of m-calpain and Lp82 during initiation of cataractogenesis, a3(2/2) and WT intact lenses dissected from 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-week-old mice were affinity-labeled in situ with DCG-04 (Fig. 4A). Activity profiles
were incubated with 50 μM DCG-04 for 6 h. Total lysate from labeled lenses was separated by SDS-PAGE, blotted, and probed for biotin. The same blot was re-probed with anti-Lp82 or anti-m-calpain antibodies. B, intact lenses from 2-week-old α3 (−/−) or WT mice were incubated with 50 μM DCG-04 for 6 h. The epithelial (E), cortical (C), and nuclear (N) regions of the lens were dissected, separated on a 9% acrylamide gel, and subsequently blotted and probed for biotin. Upper, middle, and lower open arrows correspond to the intact, 62-kDa form, and 32-kDa form of Lp82, respectively. Black arrow indicates activated m-calpain.

were compared with protein levels of Lp82 and m-calpain determined in the same samples by immunoblotting. These results indicated that m-calpain activity reached a peak at 1 week of age and was only slightly elevated in the α3 (−/−) lens compared with the WT lens. In contrast, Lp82 activity peaked at 2 weeks of age in both the WT and α3 (−/−) lenses (Fig. 4A, middle panel). This expression pattern is consistent with the rapid activation of Lp82 and the accumulation of its degradation products (which are not recognized by the antibody). The m-calpain expression levels, on the other hand, were not altered with age and did not differ significantly between WT and α3 (−/−) lenses (Fig. 4A, right panel). These results suggest that, although protein levels of both m-calpain and Lp82 are nearly equivalent in WT and α3 (−/−) lenses, Lp82 is activated during α3 (−/−) cataract formation.

To determine the spatial distribution of Lp82 activity within the lens, 2-week-old α3 (−/−) knock-out lenses were labeled with DCG-04 and individual lens regions dissected. Analysis of protease activity indicated that m-calpain activity was located predominantly in the epithelial and cortical regions of the lens, while Lp82 activity was found predominantly in the nuclear region (Fig. 4B), further supporting a central role for Lp82 in α3 (−/−) cataractogenesis.

To determine whether the protease activity profiles observed in vitro cataract formation correlated with cataract formation in vivo, cultured lenses were labeled with DCG-04 after various incubation times. Activation of Lp82 occurred within 1 day of lens culture and reached a peak at 2 days. This activation profile coincided with the time frame for cataract initiation in vivo. Furthermore, the activity profile of Lp82 in cultured lenses was similar to the labeling profile observed for lenses in which cataract formation took place in vivo (data not shown).

**Effect of Gap Junction Disruption on Calcium Flux in the...**
Gap Junctions, Proteolysis, and Cataract Formation

FIG. 6. Lack of α3 gap junctions results in increased influx and reduced outflux of calcium ions into the lens. A, 12 lenses from WT and α3 (−/−) mice were incubated in the presence of AAH containing 2 μCi of 45Ca. After 2 h of incubation at 37 °C, each lens was washed extensively and solubilized for 1 h using tissue solubilizer solution. Radioactivity in solubilized lenses was determined using a β-counter. B, 12 pairs of lenses from WT and α3 (−/−) mice were incubated in the presence of 45Ca. After 2 h of incubation, lenses were washed extensively and placed in a fresh non-radioactive AAH. Lens and medium radioactivity was determined after 2 h of incubation. Relative units were calculated by subtracting the final lens counts per minute (cpm) from the initial lens cpm and dividing this number by the initial lens cpm. Astersisks (**) denote a significant difference (P values < 0.01) from WT as determined by a non-parametric unpaired Mann-Whitney test. C, lenses from 1-week-old α3 (−/−) or WT mice incubated for 2 days in 199 medium containing 1 or 0.1 mM free calcium. D, Western blot analyses of total lens homogenates (corresponding to the lenses in panel C) using anti-γ-crystallin antibodies. Closed arrows indicate the intact γ-crystallin, and open arrows indicate the cleaved form of γ-crystallin.

**DISCUSSION**

Several targeted gene disruption studies have examined the significance of intercellular communication mediated by gap junctions (2, 23, 24). However, the mechanisms that link connexin function to related phenotypic changes are not clear. Connexin knockout mice provide an advantageous model for the exploration of the physiological role of cell-cell communication in the lens. In this report, we demonstrate a role for α3 connexin in maintenance of calcium homeostasis in the lens. Deletion of α3 gap junctions leads to accumulation of calcium in the nuclear region of the lens and the subsequent activation of calcium-dependent cysteine proteases. In particular, activation of the lens-specific calpain Lp82 initiates nuclear cataract formation, presumably through increasing cleavage of lens γ-crystallin, resulting in its aggregation (Fig. 7).

**Calcium-dependent Cysteine Proteases Are Activated during α3 (−/−) Cataractogenesis**—In this study we show that protease activation is a key event during cataract formation in α3 connexin-deficient mice. This conclusion is supported by three observations. (a) γ-Crystallin cleavage products accumulate in lenses from α3 (−/−) mice. (b) The general cysteine protease inhibitor, E-64, blocks both cataract formation and crystalline cleavage in cultured α3 (−/−) lenses. (c) Lp82 is a primary target of E-64 in the lens, and its activity is abnormally elevated during cataractogenesis in α3 (−/−) lenses.

In vitro affinity labeling in the presence and absence of free calcium demonstrated that the E-64 analog DCG-04 exclusively labeled proteases that required calcium for enzymatic activity. Our inability to detect labeled polypeptides in extracts prepared in the absence of calcium suggests that calpains are the predominant papain family cysteine proteases in the lens. The in vitro DCG-04 labeling also indicates that there is no significant difference in the expression levels of calpains in α3 (−/−) lenses compared with WT lenses, as in both cases calpains are expressed and can be readily activated by the presence of calcium.

Activation of calpains during the process of cataractogenesis has been extensively studied both in humans and in various mouse models (25–27). Three different calpains have been shown to be expressed in the lens, including m-calpain and the recently discovered lens-specific calpains, Lp82 and Lp85 (17, 27).
The notion that gap junctions can mediate the transfer of ions was previously suggested in a model for ion current flow in the lens (33). According to this model, the inward ion flow is driven by the concentration gradient between the intra- and extracellular spaces, whereas outflux of ions from the lens is facilitated by gap junctions. Consistent with this model, our findings show that calcium accumulation in α3 (−/−) lenses is partially due to a decrease in the outflux rate in mutant lenses. This finding is also in line with conductivity measurements that show loss of electrical coupling between the nuclear fiber cells of the α3 (−/−) lens (34). This uncoupled zone in the α3 (−/−) lens corresponds to the zone of cataract formation. Furthermore, the lack of coupling in the nuclear region of α3 (−/−) lens suggests that other lens fiber connexins, such as α8, cannot rescue electrical coupling in this region. As suggested previously, the absence of functional α8 gap junctions in the nuclear region of the α3 (−/−) lens could be due to connexin degradation or gap junction gating triggered by the presence of high calcium levels (35, 36).

Other mechanisms for maintenance of calcium levels in the lens might also exist. For example, altered regulation of both selective and non-selective ion channels such as L-type calcium channels and Na+ /Ca2+ exchangers may have a critical role in calcium homeostasis (37). It is unlikely, however, that ATPase pumps are involved in ion mobilization within the lens nuclear region, mainly due to the low metabolic activity in this region (38).

Our data also indicate that the rate of calcium influx is higher in the α3 (−/−) lens. In many model systems, cataract formation is followed by increased lens permeability, which subsequently leads to calcium accumulation. However, since influx measurements were performed on transparent, pre-cataractous lenses from 8-day-old α3 (−/−) mice, increased permeability is not likely to be the explanation for increased calcium levels in our model. A possible explanation for this observation may lie in the role of gap junctions as integral membrane proteins that are important for the overall cellular architecture of the lens. Thus, it is plausible that alterations in the membrane structure resulting from reduction in the levels of gap junctions affects lens permeability and hence the flux of ions along the concentration gradient. It is also likely that the lack of gap junctions in the lens affects the distribution of other cytoskeletal proteins or membrane components. These issues will be the focus of future studies.

In summary, the data presented here propose a role for α3 gap junctions in maintaining calcium homeostasis in the lens. The recently reported α3-linked congenital cataract suggests a similar role for gap junctions in humans. Moreover, both calcium accumulation and γ-crystallin cleavage were found to be predominant features of human senile cataracts. Therefore, it
will be important to assess the expression and function of lens
connexins and calpains in human senile cataracts.
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